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for a week. For the rest of the course, 
the students were much more relaxed 
about their roles as beginners and were 
much more engaged in the work of the 
course. At the end of the course, when 
the project teams stood up to make their 
final presentations to the class, one team 
said proudly, “We are beginners! And 
look at what we have accomplished!” In 
my concluding remarks of the course, I 
said, “Congratulations. You are no lon-
ger beginners. You are now advanced 
beginners. You are prepared to learn to 
be competent with operating systems.” 
Some smiled with pride.

What is even more interesting is the 
Beginner’s Creed resonated with con-
cerns my students had outside of class 
and in other departments of the univer-
sity. After reading the Creed, one student 
immediately asked, “May I give a copy of 
this to my son?” Another asked the same 
question regarding his boss. A senior 
military officer on campus showed it to 
one of the students who was having a 
particularly difficult time acclimating to 
his studies; the student said, “I wish you 
had given me this when I first arrived! I 
see that I have been resisting too much.” 
The campus librarian framed a copy and 
hung it on the wall of the library. Flores’s 
insight is powerful indeed and speaks to 
a yearning that many people have been 
unable to articulate.

Even though we computing profes-
sionals are the authors of disruptive tech-
nologies, we are often threatened by our 
own creations. Our own tools and ways 
of doing business can suddenly become 
obsolete. When a disruption comes, we 
need to reinvent ourselves by learning 
new things in new emerging domains. To 
be ahead of disruption, we need to antici-

I 
HAV E  TAUGHT  operating sys-
tems for many years to under-
graduate and graduate stu-
dents. Operating systems are a 
complex technology difficult to 

master and it is easy for students to fall 
into unproductive moods while study-
ing them. More often than I would like, 
my students were unable to escape their 
unproductive moods and wound up not 
learning the technology and being dis-
satisfied with the course.

We often encounter the same problem 
in our professional work. New technolo-
gies are constantly emerging and some 
are producing disruptive avalanches of 
change.3,4 The emerging technologies 
are unfamiliar, complex, and difficult to 
master. We fall into unproductive moods 
and wind up missing deadlines, getting 
left behind other colleagues, or being 
swept away by an avalanche of change. 
Since we do not often pay attention to 
our moods, the obstruction to learning 
seems like a mysterious, unidentifiable 
force that compounds our frustration.1

In her book, Gloria Flores points out 
that young children tend to dwell in pro-
ductive moods, for they are ever eager 
to learn new things.2 By their teen years, 
sometimes much earlier, many have 
changed: they seem to frustrate easily, 
fear mistakes, and distrust their abili-
ties. In these moods they get defensive 
and resist learning. Adults fall into the 
same learning-blocking moods as well. 
For example, adult experts are confident 
about their abilities, but when thrust 
into a situation where they need to learn 
something new, many quickly become 
uncomfortable and lose their confi-
dence. They do not welcome the oppor-
tunity to learn something new; they want 

to escape. Their moods of confusion, 
anxiety, insecurity, embarrassment, and 
resignation block their professional de-
velopment and advancement. They are 
prone to worrying about their reputa-
tion if others see them as not competent. 
Their long expertise left them rusty at 
the skills of beginners—being okay with 
not knowing something, allowing them-
selves time to learn, or asking for help. In 
reading Flores’s account, I realized that 
one of a mentor’s greatest contributions 
is to help their protégés recognize their 
moods and learn to shift to moods pro-
ductive for learning.

These insights helped recently with 
a cohort of adult (age 30–35) graduate 
students in my operating systems class. 
They were enjoying the class until their 
first quiz. Many got worse grades they 
expected and fell into various bad moods 
including discouragement, anger, and 
even resentment. Inspired by Flores’s 
insights, I decided to talk to them about 
their moods. I composed a poetic page 
that walked through all the moods a be-
ginner is likely to experience. I called it 
“The Beginner’s Creed,” a copy of which 
appears here. 

I asked my students, “How many of 
you are an expert in some area?” Every 
hand went up. Then I asked, “How many 
of you feel like a beginner in operating 
systems?” Every hand went up. Then I 
asked, “How many of you like being a be-
ginner?” Only two hands went up. I said, 
“We need to have a conversation about 
that.”

I handed out the Beginner’s Creed 
and asked them to read it. When all 
were done, I read it aloud to them so 
that I could intonate its moods. I asked 
them to read it to themselves every day 

The Profession of IT 
The Beginner’s Creed  
We all need to learn to be expert beginners.
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pate emergences and do the learning ear-
ly before it becomes a critical necessity. 
Our moods will be a problem if we do not 
learn to recognize them, especially the 
unproductive moods, and shift to ones 
that are productive for learning.

An essential part of learning is to al-
low ourselves to be a beginner in the 
new domain. That means we come to 
the domain knowing nothing or next to 
nothing about the domain. Beginner is 
the first stage of a progression of skill in a 
domain that can take us next to advanced 
beginner, competent, proficient, expert, 
and master. As we get older, we find that 
we are experts at some things—and we 
like being an expert. We like when peo-
ple look up to us and ask us for guidance 
and wisdom. But when we come into a 
new domain in which we are just a be-
ginner, we cannot expect our expertness 
from other domains to help us. In fact, 
it is likely to draw us into unproductive 
moods such as frustration over not learn-
ing fast enough or discouragement that 
we are not treated as an expert.

We all marvel at how easy it seems to 
be for your young children to be begin-
ners. Perhaps that is because they are 
experts at nothing and do not have their 
minds clouded with any expectations 
about being an expert. They just ap-
proach the learning as an opportunity to 
play, adventure, and experiment. Older 
children often acquire self-assessments 
that block them from adventure and 
play, whereupon they may have more 
trouble learning.

So here is the Beginner’s Creed, a 
one-page declaration that you can recite 
to yourself to help you when you find 
yourself in a new domain as a beginner, 
whether by your own choice or by circum-
stance. Make a copy and read it every day 
for a week, especially when you are a be-
ginner. Return to it as needed. 
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